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Abstract
Village areas of any state particularly the underdeveloped countries preferably experience the
unfriendly effects of their community involving less cleanliness, contaminated drinking water,
unhygienic condition, oxygen inadequacy because of toxins, low therapeutic measures, non-clean
cutting wastes, dog bites, abundance of quacks having irrelevant information of sterility, non-sterile
syringes overuse, dentistry instruments dirty use and above all is the non-preparatory sexual habits
which prompts the occurrence of viral contaminations including herpes viral infection, Epstein Barr
infection (EBV) but on the best is the Hepatitis B and C virus (HBV and HCV).
Methods: Distinctive therapeutic camps were established time to time under the support of medical
officers, medical centers and tertiary care hospitals. A particular lot of 310 people inside the age
gathering of 18 to 42 years including both sexes male and female excluding any transgender were
investigated in township region of Rawat, Islamabad. Atomic methods including Polymerase Chain
Reaction (PCR) and Enzyme linked Immunosorbent Assays (ELISA) were performed to confirm
the presence of HBV and HCV in every individual's blood test.
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Result: Results were shocking and gave off an impression of being extremely incomprehensible as
14.5% (45 out of 310) of the total samples seen, by all accounts, to be contaminated by HBV and
HCV in which 10.5% of individuals were Asymptomatic. High school aged individual’s rate was 7%.
A portion of the influenced individuals were those which were recently married.
Conclusion: Post investigation results under the practical and experimental circumstances
demonstrate that town regions/village areas of Rawat, Islamabad is under red zone part considering
the hepatitis disease and it could be disturbing sign for entire nation.
Keywords: Viral infections; EBV; HBV; HCV; Township; Red zone

Introduction
Researchers have shown that there have been around 2.4 million individuals per annum
suffering from this instantaneous viral disease in Pakistan and around 200 million cases globally
[1,2]. Human development catalog of UN (United Nation) kept Pakistan at 150 positions among
the total 189 countries and it is considered as third world country [3,4]. Hepatitis is one of worst
threats to Pakistan and a commonly occurring disease. The main reason that may cause hepatitis
B and C may incorporate unhygienic health conditions, uncontrolled sexual habits and non-sterile
blood transfusions [5,6]. Other different habits involve incorporating reusing shaving kits, inking/
cartoon sketching, needle infusions, unhygienic dentistry measures, illegal practices of quacks and
the unnecessary sharing rehearsals of towels particularly on hair stylists shops [7,8] could be one
of the hazard factor [9,10]. With reference to WHO ongoing investigations, Pakistan is in those
nations which are positioned under world's low endemic zone [11-14]. After various immunization
programs that are being held in inborn zones and ancestral zones of Pakistan like polio antibody,
there is still a great deal of work that should be done to control the event of Hepatitis B and Hepatitis
C [15]. Each ninth individual out of hundred is at the danger of being sick by hepatitis infection and
may prompt carrying of never-ending hepatic harm [16,17]. Hepatitis affecting individuals variates
in different areas of Pakistan as shown in Figure 1 and tabulated in Table 1.
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Figure 1: Showing the prevalence in different areas of Pakistan.

The purpose of this clinical case study is to highlight the silent
danger of Hepatitis that is killing individuals especially in backward
areas of Pakistan and the fundamental goal of this examination is to
focus on innate territories of Islamabad particularly Rawat where
uncontrolled improvement of Hepatitis B and C is going on [18].
Individuals are uninformed of spreading of this infection viruses
[19]. Prompt causes are being propelled by various small clinics
and centers due to absence of training individuals has turned out
to be constant of their conduct and are not in the mood of leaving
the susceptibilities that could prompt hepatitis and thusly passing to
other individuals [18,20].

1.5 ml of blood for 10 min at 2400 rpm that progressed in detachment
of platelets from serum. Than insusceptible chromatographic system
was carried out through HBsAg devices for screening of hepatitis
B and C infection in blood samples [21]. Increasingly dynamic
examination by Polymerase Chain Response (PCR) was done on those
examples which gave positive outcomes. Further PCR examination
for Hepatitis B infection DNA was finished by DNA extraction shape
serum by including QIAamp Viral Dan pack (QIAGEN Inc., Hilden,
Germany) and Esco with 96 well thermo cycler instruments. Two
rounds of PCR devouring PCR Mix PR omega feline number 7502
M were performed utilizing logic to detect preliminaries data. Last
examination was done on agarose gel 2% on electrophoresis and
seen under UV fluorescence light for shine [16]. PCR examination
for Hepatitis C infection was done ribonucleic corrosive extracted
from serum by adopting Rob screen Kit Germany. Maloney murine
leukemia infection RT fermentase was utilized to turn around
decipher HCV in 20 µl of test. MMLV support 4 µl, dNTPs 1 µl, 1 µl
M-MLV switch transcriptase catalyst, and 1.5 µl RNase free water,
hostile to detect progressed 1 µl explicit, RNase inhibiter 13 µl and
layout 10 µl were included. Thermo cycler was utilized to shape cyclic
DNA and a similar example of two rounds was done which further
electrophoresed on agarose gel and envisioned under fluorescence
UV light [16].

Material and Methodology

Results

A clinical case control study was established with the assistance
of medical doctors and physicians that were running tertiary care
healing facilities and centers in Rawat zone, Islamabad. Blood sample
of 310 persons was collected through non-random sampling method
having the age between 18 to 42 years. Patients were being asked
about their family background and about the clinical information or
knowledge of having Hepatitis B or C.

After the entire research work, results were calculated and
characterized in two different ways one relying on the signs and
manifestations of illness appearance and other upon different evidence
of age gatherings. When we checked results of those individuals that
were having the signs and symptoms, unexpected stunning results
came. 45 people (male and females) gave off an impression of being
infected by HBV and HCV. The level of these influenced masses was
14.5% of total samples. The ratio of disease affecting persons is shown
in Figure 2. A portion individual that gave sample was weak. Their
blood levels were low. They were appearing of being influenced by

Table 1: Hepatitis B and C ratio in Pakistan.
Hepatitis Infected Areas

Percentage of People Infected

Punjab

7%

Baluchistan

6%

Gilgit Baltistan

3%

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa

4%

Tribal areas

2%

Sindh

5%

Azad Kashmir

1%

For investigation, 5 ml of blood sample from every individual
was collected and preserved in EDTA tubes of coagulants hoses for
timeframe for screening purpose. Centrifugation was finished with

Figure 2: Indicating the ratio of persons affected.
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infection. The outcomes additionally incorporates that 10.5% (32
patients out of 45 influenced patients) were Asymptomatic. They
appear to be sound people and just sought general testing as they had
no symptoms. In the other way when we checked by age gathering,
the results were exceptionally irritating showing that out of 45% of
influenced individuals,

and clean conditions for the living. After examination of number of
patients we reason that our youthful age is on the danger of being
influenced by viral diseases and it might a challenge for upcoming
age.
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•

7% of people were between 12 to 18 years age. Furthermore,
this gathering expected to be adolescent.

•

15 patients out of 45(33.3%) belong to youth and unmarried.
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